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Introduction
Nowadays, there are tremendous games advertised or
published every months, which creates a maze for new
players for choosing the games to invest.
Jumping in the middle of the wave, we understand that
we must make the game to have standing-out features
to be able to gather the community.
While most Game-Fi focus on “play to earn”, and the
gameplay is not the main focus, Gems of Gods
chooses the direction to make the game addictive, and
become “joy to play”.

Besides, a sustainable economy becomes critical for
NFT Game, failed ones caused mostly by an
uncontrollable in-game economy. Thereby, from the
beginning, we set up a balanced token flow between
“earn" and “burn" mechanisms, and apply the Duotoken model to control the inflation of either token.

Our Valued Proposition
Accessibilities: Gems of Gods brings the most familiar
gameplay for most users no matter their age. With Match3 game style like Candy Crush, the game can make most
users easily enjoy it.
Uniqueness: Even with traditional game, we can not find
any Match-3 game which you can play against real player.
With Gems of God, we bring the PvP into the Casual Game,
so that every player can enjoy and play with their friends
together.
Affordability: Low cost for trial, free starting heroes.
Never-ending contents and meta: While most games
become stagnant, or hard to expand, we can easily add
more mechanisms or mix skills together to make new
hero/NFT.
Community for content creator: We allow content creator
to submit their new concepts, and make that become new
NFT. The content creator can get the commission fees for
each purchase of the NFT.

Our Story Begins
Magic takes many forms within our world, but it all originates from the 6 original elements of this ancient land: Light, Dark,
Fire, Water, Nature, and Earth.

Since the day of the Chaos War, the world has been shaped into different regions which control the secret of each Element
Mastery.
Legends say that, once the world reunites, once the chosen one can discover the secret of all Elements, then the secret of the
world, The Miracle Crystal, will be revealed.
Can you discover the hidden secret of this world?
Let's discover the world of Gems of God!
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The game is 2 people turn-based game
(switch turn after each action).
Each player bring 3 heroes (NFT) into
the game.
Player matches Gem (3 in a
row/column) and gain mana to the
heroes using same gem color.

Gameplay

3. Keep matching gem until each hero’s
mana is full.
4. Cast the unique skill of the hero into the
enemy.
5. Defeat all 3 enemy heroes and win
awesome reward.
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NFT Items – Heroes
The logic of the Hero can be summarized
by the following attributes:

-

Attack: How much damage the hero
can attack to the enemy.

-

HP: How much health you can endure
the damage from the enemy.

-

Skill: Different effects of skills to
control the board, dealing AOE or single
target damage, healing, ………

-

Passive: Passive of Hero to make
wombo-combo.

( Based on that, we separated our 25
heroes (in first phase) into 4 tiers for NFT
classifications )
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Heroes Concept
Zeus – The God of Thunder
To the citizens of Castalia Kingdom, he is the God, the ruler, the protector
who leads them through the Chaos War.
In the battle field, he is undeniably amongs the most powerful entities to be
deal with.
With his Mastery of Light, he creates the powerful control over thunder and
lighting.

Skill: Chain Lighting
Deal damage to all enemies, based on his current Magic Attribute and
Number of Light Gems on the Board
Passive: Lighting Touch
Stun (Make Enemy Hero attack = 0 in 2 turns) whenever get a Match 5.

NFT Items – Emote ( ☺ )
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Tokenomics
Mcrystal
Mcrystal is the in-game “play-toearn” reward currency that allows
players to upgrade their NFTs:
○
Reward Token
○
Used primarily in-game for
upgrading NFTs
○
Can be deposited and
withdrawn from game
○
Rewarded in PVE and PvP
mode
○
Mcrystal spend in-game will be
burned automatically

GemPad
GemPad is the governance
token and the only currency
used to exchange NFTs on
Gem of God Marketplace.

Tokenomics

GEMPAD TOKEN DISTRIBUTION
Detail

Allocation

GEMPAD TGE

Vesting

Price

Total Supply

100%

100.000.000

PartnerShip

2%

2.000.000

10%

10% at TGE,1 months cliff, vest linear monthly for 12 months

$0,05

Private Sale

8%

8.000.000

10%

10% at TGE,1 months cliff, vest linear monthly for 12 months

$0,07

Public Sale

3%

3.000.000

40%

40% at TGE then vest linear monthly for 6 months

$0,10

Play To Earn & Staking

40%

40.000.000

Start to unlock when game launch, 5% monthly unlock

Team & Advisors

20%

20.000.000

Cliff 1 year, vest linear monthly for 12 months

Marketing

10%

10.000.000

Unlock 10% After 2 weeks, Then vest 5% monthly

Community (AirDrop, Event)

2%

2.000.000

Ecosystem Funds

10%

10.000.000

DEX Liquidity

5%

5.000.000

10%

10% at TGE then vest linear monthly for 12 months
Cliff 6 months, Vest linear monthly for 12 months

25%

25% at TGE then vest linear monthly for 12 months

Token Usecase
GEMPAD
Purchase NFT
Sell NFT
Enter Wager Mode

MCRYSTAL

Spend
Earn
Spend

Win Wager Mode

Earn

Win Arena Mode

Earn

Upgrading NFT

Spend

Open Chest (from
winning PvP)

Spend

Users can spend efforts into the game and earn Mcrystal in game, which can be:
- Withdrawn into real Mcrystal token.
- Used to upgrade the NFT, which increase the value of NFT on marketplace.

Roadmap
April 2022

- Introduce 9 NFT
Heroes
- Gameplay with UI V1
on web
- Demo version: Battle
(PvP)

July 2022

- Quest System
- Total 25 Heroes and
Skills
- Marketplace for NFT
- Adventure Mode

October 2022

- Listing GEMPAD,
MCRYSTAL
- Addition of Passive
System to each Hero
- Wager Mode
- Ranking, Season
rewards
- Withdraw, deposit
- Beta Version

2023 +

- Arena Mode
- New Heroes, Skills
- New Passive, Events,
Game modes

About Us
NCC Studio is an experienced team of dedicated developers, talented designers, creative artists, and brilliant
programmers with a passion for gaming. In spite of being a young gaming studio, we rapidly achieve an outstanding
position in the market with top-ranking video game titles and total millions of downloads globally.

Team
CEO

Cofounder

Cofounder

Cofounder

Trung Do
Cofounder – CEO
Latest Project:
Heroes of Mavia

Tung Tran
Cofounder
Latest Project:
Heroes of Mavia

Hieu Nguyen
Cofounder
Latest Project:
Undead Blocks

Huong Do
Cofounder
Latest Project:
Epic Wars

